Tuesday, 12th January 2016

Tips for 2016
Our Equity Recommendations - January 2015
Market Movements for the year to 31st December 2015
Instrument
FTSE 100
FTSE All Share
FTSE 250
FTSE Aim All Share
Dow Jones Industrial Average
Nasdaq
CAC 40
Xetra Dax
Nikkei
Hang Seng
GOLD $
Oil Brent $ Feb

Value at close on 31/12/15
6,242.32
3,444.26
17,429.82
738.83
17,425.03
5,007.41
4,637.06
10,743.00
19,033.00
21,914.00
1,060.00
37.6

% Change since 31/12/14
-4.93%
-2.50%
+8.36%
+5.25%
-2.23%
+5.73%
+8.53%
9.56%
7.35%
-7.16%
-10.59%
-34.41%

As at Close on 31st December 2015

We recommended 10 stocks twelve months ago (click here to read our 12th January 2015 report). The table
below outlines the performance of the selections as at the Year End (31st December 2015).

Company Name
BG Group
British American Tobacco
Vodafone Group
Whitbread
Bovis Homes Group
Greene King
Melrose Industries
Poundland Group (Sell)
DekelOil Public Limited
Fox Marble Holdings

Price
12/01/15 (p)
800.00
3,522.00
226.80
4,774.00
817.50
768.00
266.30
347.70
1.08
19.50

Price
31/12/2015 (p)
985.00
3,771.00
221.00
4,401.00
1,015.00
930.00
290.90
207.70
1.250
14.38

% Gain/Loss

% Gain/(Loss)
+23.13
+7.07
-2.56
-7.81
+24.16
+21.09
+9.24
+40.26
+15.74
-26.28

+10.40

All stocks in list were BUY recommendations except Poundland which was a SELL.
FTSE 100 (over the same period) -3.98%
Melrose Industries returned £200m to shareholders, equivalent to 18.7p per share paid in March 2015. This is not
included in the above return.

Comment on the Results
It is pleasing to report another successful share tip year in 2015 with our chosen ten outperforming the
FTSE 100 by 14%. That is now three successive years of outperformance. Following the successful sell
recommendation on Poundland in 2015 and following the trading update on 7th January we have moved
our recommendation, following further falls to a BUY.
Harry Stevenson, Research Analyst
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Beaufort Securities’ Stock Pick for 2016
FTSE 100 Selections: All are BUYS

BG Group (Retained)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Ticker:
Sector:

Speculative Buy
BG..L
Oil & Gas
Producers
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£32,120m
Price:
940p
12 month High/Low: 1,300p/785.2p
Yield:
1.93%
P.E. Ratio:
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

BG is a proven industry-leading explorer
with a wide geological and technical
expertise with a unique LNG model and
in the latter case expects to be the
largest contracted supplier to China, the world’s fastest-growing
LNG market, by 2017. The strategy is focused on a portfolio of 1015 high quality assets, many of which we believe are not wholly
understood by the market. The company actively manages its
portfolio to reinvest in growth and prioritises value over growth.
The company is focused on their major growth projects in
Australia and Brazil. Royal Dutch Shell is in the final stages of a
bid for BG Group.
Comment
BG Group have received the various Regulatory clearances for the
takeover by Royal Dutch Shell and await respective shareholder
approvals by end of January 2016. Buying BG Group now is a
discounted entry into Shell. The deal values BG at 1070p and the
BG share price is currently 130p lower. We also believe the Shell
dividend will be held, yielding of 8%. Whilst we believe the deal
will be approved by shareholders, there is a risk that they may not,
hence the Speculative Buy stance. Long term we believe Shell are
getting a bargain. Speculative Buy
(Harry Stevenson)
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Diageo (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Buy
Ticker:
DGE.L
Sector:
Beverages
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£45,540m
Price:
1,810p
12 month High/Low: 2,055p/1,592.5p
Yield:
2.95%
P.E. Ratio:
19.06
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Diageo PLC is in the business of
beverage alcohol. The Company is
engaged in the production,
marketing, and selling of beverage
alcohol with brands in spirits, beer and wine.
There has been a noticeable divestment of non-core businesses
including the recent wines division and the Gleneagles Hotel. The
CEO is undergoing a cost cutting exercise with a target to save circa
£200m per annum. Whilst early days, the US - its largest market - is
showing recovery. At a recent Investor Day Conference the
Company highlighted improving volume trends and positive
uptrend in the (reiterated) core Beer division.
Brands were highlighted as the key driver, representing in excess
63%, up 3%plus from 2014, and emphasizing ‘quality’ and ‘heritage’
brands.
The Continuing cost reduction programs are will allow over 50% of
the savings reinvested in top-line growth support and thus
improving margin.
Whilst not earth shattering with big headline grabbing culture
shocks and seeking short term gains, they are real programs leading
medium to long term gains.
Diageo are operating in a competitive environment but we believe
the self-help measures will bring increasing returns and
shareholders will be rewarded as benefits are reflected in the
valuation. Buy (HS)
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GlaxoSmithKline (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Buy
Ticker:
GSK.L
Sector:
Healthcare
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£66,737m
Price:
1,371.5p
12 month High/Low: 1,645p/1,227.5p
Yield:
5.87%
P.E. Ratio:
23.77
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

GlaxoSmithKline has created a Group
of three world-leading businesses in
Pharmaceuticals,
Vaccines
and
Consumer Healthcare, which aims to
deliver sustainable and improving
returns to shareholders through
development of innovative healthcare options for patients
and consumers.
The Group has a presence in more than 150 markets, with
revenues split across Pharmaceuticals 59%, Consumer
Healthcare 25% and Vaccines 16% on a full year 2014
historic pro-forma basis. Demand for the Group's products
is expected to increase worldwide, particularly in Emerging
Markets.
At its Investor Day in May 2015, GSK outlined a series of
expectations for its performance over the five-year period
2016-2020. This included an expectation that Group core
EPS would grow at a CAGR of mid-to-high single digits. The
introduction of a generic alternative to Advair in the US was
factored into the Group's assessment of its future
performance. The Group also stated its intention to pay an
annual ordinary dividend of 80p for each of the next three
years (2015-2017). This represents yield in excess of 6%.
GSK has already flagged up dwindling revenues from its
Advair asthma drug, which is suffering from competition
from cheaper generic rivals. The firm hopes to launch a new
drug to treat asthma named Nucala next year to boost its
respiratory arm, having seen disappointing clinical results
from Breo, another asthma drug.
GSK has swapped its cancer drugs for a vaccines business
and more consumer health products in a deal with its Swiss
competitor Novartis. We are positive on the rationale
behind this move. The company's turnaround efforts come
at a time of increasing interest in mergers and acquisitions
in the pharmaceutical industry. We are backing the
Company’s strategy and its commitment to its dividend. Buy
(HS)
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Lloyds Banking Group (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:

Buy into
Government Offer
Ticker:
LLOY.L
Sector:
Financial Services
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£49,281m
Price:
68.97p
12 month High/Low: 89.35p/68.57p
Yield:
0%
P.E. Ratio:
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Buy into Government Offer
On 5th October 2015 the
Treasury announced that the
government would sell its
remaining 12% stake in Lloyds Banking Group in the coming
months. As part of this, a sale aimed at private investors will
be launched next spring. Members of the public will be
offered a 5% discount to Lloyds' market price and small
investors seeking shares worth less than £1,000 will get
priority. Those who keep their shares for at least 12 months
will get one bonus share for every 10 they own. The value
of the bonus share incentive will be capped at £200 per
investor.
Lloyds Bank continues to target a sustainable and
progressive dividend, increasing over the medium term,
provided the Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio (CET1) ratio is
above 12%. Further, the board will consider supplementing
this with share buybacks or special dividends if the CET1
ratio is above 12% - PLUS 1 year’s dividend (equivalent to a
CET1 ratio of 13%).
Lloyds Banking Group – Q3 Results
Reported 28th October 2015
Highlights:
 Income flat at £13.2bn, with net interest income
(NII) up 4% offset by lower ‘other income’
 Operating costs down 1%
 CET1 up 13.7% from 12.8% at year end
 Impairments down
Broker forecasts indicate CET1 to be in excess of 14% at
year-end 2015, rising to as much as 17% by end of 2018,
indicating a cumulative return of over £35bn-well in excess
of 50% of the current market capitalisation.
Regulatory uncertainty
This will not go away in the near term with Lloyds increasing
the provision for PPI in Q3 by £0.5bn. . However, whilst not
complacent there appears a more conciliatory tone of
realism emanating from the Treasury and the FCA, but when
serious wrong doing is discovered then the consequences
will be tough and seen to be tough. Rightly so.
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Capital Return to Shareholders
The Group, essentially a UK Bank, managed as a single
entity, allowing flexibility and fast reaction to deliver on
costs. It does not need to retain profits so shareholders will
become the beneficiaries of a progressively rising income.
The Group continues to target a sustainable and progressive
dividend, increasing over the medium term, provided the
Common Equity Tier 1 Ratio (CET1) ratio is above 12%.
Further, the board will consider supplementing this with
share buybacks or special dividends if the CET1 ratio is
above 12% - PLUS 1 year’s dividend (equivalent to a CET1
ratio of 13%).
The commitment to a progressive dividend policy is reward
for patient shareholders and management are pursuing this
vigorously. Cost reduction will continue and the Group will
emphasise growth margin for growth. As the UK economy
returns to normal GDP growth, and the prospect of interest
rate rises, albeit small, will enable Lloyds to fare better than
its competitors.
With City analysts predicting CET1 in 2015 greater than 14%
and some analyst greater than 17% in 2018 this augers well
for shareholders’ capital returns from end-2015 onwards.
We urge investors to register their interest in the
Government’s share stake sale via Beaufort to be kept up to
date with the latest developments. Buy into Government
Offer - Register (HS)
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Whitbread (Retained)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Buy
Ticker:
WTB.L
Sector:
Travel & Leisure
Market:
FTSE 100
Market Cap:
£7,517m
Price:
4,120p
12 month High/Low: 5,475p/4,112p
Yield:
1.72%
P.E. Ratio:
20.48
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Whitbread recently released
its interim management
statement for the 13 weeks to 26th November 2015.
Sales update (% change vs. prior year)
Sales for the 13
weeks to 26
November 2015
Like for
Total
like
sales
sales
Premier Inn
4.7%
10.8%
Restaurants
1.7%
3.0%
Hotels and
3.8%
8.5%
Restaurants
Costa
2.5%
13.8%
Total
3.5%
10.4%

Sales for the 39
weeks to 26
November 2015
Like for Total sales
like
sales
4.9%
11.9%
0.6%
2.0%
3.5%
8.8%
3.7%
3.6%

15.3%
11.1%

In Costa and Premier Inn Whitbread have built one of the
nation's most loved coffee shop and hotel brands and the
Company have laid out clear and ambitious growth
milestones.
We are retaining Whitbread as a buy - the shares at one
stage were over 5400p and have come back to a level where
there are attractive. New external CEO appointment can lead
to strategy changes but we are inclined to believe the
strategy is in place, it continued with the appointment of the
last CEO from Easyjet, and see little reason to be concerned.
Of more short term concern is the effect of the AirBnB type
businesses affecting Premier Inns. Concern on this score is
reflected in the price. Buy (HS)
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FTSE 250 Selections

Acacia Mining (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Buy
Ticker:
ACA.L
Sector:
Basic Materials
Market:
FTSE 250
Market Cap:
£762.2m
Price:
185.9p
12 month High/Low: 318.9p/154p
Yield:
1.11%
P.E. Ratio:
13.19
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Acacia Mining is a gold miner
in Tanzania and producer of
gold in Africa. It has three
producing mines, all located in Northwest Tanzania,
Bulyanhulu, Buzwagi, and North Mara. It also has
exploration projects in Tanzania, Kenya and Burkina Faso.
ACA’s shares have fallen over 30% since announcing in its Q3
numbers in October 2015 it would miss its production
guidance of 750-800koz g,. The Company has net cash of
circa $100m. and its valuation is looking attractive.
In November last year Acacia announced that its Chief
Operating Officer, Michelle Ash, will be leaving the company
with immediate effect, with Brad Gordon, CEO, resuming
direct responsibility for the operations.
The all in sustaining costs (AISC) have been cut from a high
of over $1,700/oz in quarter 3 2012 to $1,195/oz. There is
more to go and in 2016 AISC and we believe they could fall
to $980/oz as benefits materialise from the proposed switch
to mechanised mining at its flagship mine Bulyanhulu, a new
labour roster comes into effect across ACA’s three mines,
plus significant cost reductions following a planned
reduction of over 20% in both the workforce and contractor
numbers.
It may be unfashionable to be recommending a gold
producer against an industry background that has been
hammered. We believe in this case further self-help from
the Company led by the experienced operator and CEO Brad
Gordon will materialize in 2016 and expect the shares to re
rate according. Buy (HS)
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Melrose Industries (Retained)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Ticker:
Sector:

Buy
MRO.L
Industrial
Engineering
Market:
FTSE 250
Market Cap:
£2,800m
Price:
281.4p
12 month High/Low: 309p/242.7p
Yield:
2.82%
P.E. Ratio:
35.04
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Capital Return, again
Melrose Industries buys good manufacturing
businesses with strong fundamentals whose
performance can be improved. Melrose
finances its acquisitions using a low level of
leverage, improves the businesses by a
mixture of investment and changed management focus,
sells them and returns the proceeds to shareholders.
Businesses Owned
Elster, a world leader in measuring and improving the flow
of natural gas, electricity and water in more than 130
countries has been sold to Honeywell, with a return of
£2.4bn to shareholders – equivalent to 240p a share.
Following the Proposed Return of Capital, Melrose will have,
since flotation on AIM in 2003:
 raised approximately £2.0 billion from shareholders
 returned in cash approximately £4.3 billion to
shareholders
 provided a total shareholder return of 502%, which
compares to 148% for the FTSE 350 index for the
same period
 created net shareholder value of approximate £2.8
billion including shareholders existing investment in
Melrose
 created in Melrose an investment vehicle with the
track record and support to continue to implement
its successful business model of "buy, improve and
sell"
Expected Timetable of Principal Events
Latest time and date for dealings in
ordinary shares cum-B Share
entitlement and Existing Ordinary
Shares disabled in CREST
Record date for entitlement to B
Shares
B Shares issued
Temporary suspension of trading in
Melrose shares
Court hearing to approve return of
capital

4:30 pm on 26
January 2016

5:00 pm on 26
January 2016
6:00 pm on 26
January 2016
7:30 am on 27
January 2016
10:30 am on
27 January
2016
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Record date for Share Capital
Consolidation
Share Capital Consolidation effective,
commencement of dealings in New
Ordinary Shares (ex-B Share
entitlement) and enablement in CREST

6:00 pm on 27
January 2016
8:00 am on 28
January 2016

Buy (HS)

Tullow Oil (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Speculative Buy
Ticker:
TLW.L
Sector:
Oil & Gas
Market:
FTSE 250
Market Cap:
£1,266m
Price:
138.9p
12 month High/Low: 456.9p/131.14p
Yield:
P.E. Ratio:
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Circa 50% of Current Production Hedged
at $76bbl
Tullow Oil is an independent oil and gas
exploration and production company.
The Company is engaged in oil and gas
exploration,
development
and
production and the sale of hydrocarbons
and related activities.
2016 is a seminal year with the startup of the T.E.N Ghana
project, seeing production rising to circa 100kboe/d with a
commensurate fall in cap ex. Other projects (longer in
timing) are Lokichar project in Kenya and the Lake Albert
project in Uganda. These would have a total portfolio
potential in excess of 200kboe/d. With debt falling and T.E.N
coming on stream, it could reduce further with the Kenya
and Uganda farm-outs.
Sentiment is clearly against Oil producers, developers and
explorers but fundamentally Tullow looks well placed to
survive any further fall-out. Despite the assets and future
project development potential we believe Tullow is
undervalued. Speculative Buy (HS)
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UBM (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Buy
Ticker:
UBM.L
Sector:
Media
Market:
FTSE 250
Market Cap:
£2,295m
Price:
518p
12 month High/Low: 585p/461.7p
Yield:
5.28
P.E. Ratio:
11.15
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Strategy: ‘Event-First’ Focus, Capital
Return
UBM is a live media and events led B2B
marketing and communications service
provider, but with it emphasis on
implementing its ‘Events-First’ strategy.
In December it announced the sale of its PR Newswire to
Cision for $841m. Following the completion the company
intends to return £245m to shareholders by way of a special
dividend. This represents 11% of its market cap and the
company yielding over 5 represents an excellent return.
In December Tim Cobbold, Chief Executive of UBM plc, said:
"Today's (sale of PR Newswire) announcement represents a
significant step in the execution of UBM's "Events First"
strategy, the objective of which is to become the world's
leading focused B2B Events business. The Board is confident
that this transaction realises excellent value for our
shareholders.”
Following the successful acquisition of Advanstar in 2014,
the disposal of PR Newswire further increases UBM’s focus
on the attractive, high growth and high margin events sector
with more than 80% of UBM's continuing revenues
generated in Events.
In addition, the retained sales proceeds will increase the
company’s capacity to invest in bolt-on acquisitions to
strengthen the portfolio and grow the business faster, whilst
maintaining appropriate financial discipline.
We believe there is more to come from the focussed
strategy. Buy (HS)
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FTSE Small Cap Selections

HSS Group (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Buy
Ticker:
HSS.L
Sector:
Support Services
Market:
FTSE Small Cap
Market Cap:
£118m
Price:
76.25p
12 month High/Low: 220p/45p
Yield:
P.E. Ratio:
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

A far from glorious start!
After being admitted onto
AIM in February 2015 at
210p, three profit warnings followed in quick succession to
see HSS shares tumble down as far as 45p just nine months
later. Perhaps what was most shocking of all, was the fact
that senior management itself appeared even more
bemused about the actual causes of the Q2/Q3 slowdown
than investors themselves. Having since lost its CEO, the
reshuffled Board has understandably been reluctant to bang
the drum about its more recently improved activity levels,
leaving brokers instead to reflect on the cost of the Group’s
high operational gearing, its indebtedness and rising
depreciation charges.
The reality remains, however, that HSS Hire is a wellmanaged, sector leading UK business that enjoys excellent
visibility and growth opportunity in a country whose public
love nothing more than adding value to their properties as
prices spiral ever upwards; indeed RMI is set to continue to
boom against a background of more relaxed planning
legislation and low interest rates/energy costs, while
demand-side subsidies also power new housebuilding as the
State aspires to lift starts as far as 250,000/year in an effort
to quell growing public disquiet over the lack of affordable
housing.
So what exactly went wrong in 2015? The reality is that
several important, but unconnected events together
contrived to undermine confidence and reduce activity
levels. Firstly, and possibly most significantly, was the now
all-but-forgotten General Election of May 2015; back then,
of course, the polls confidently predicted a hung Parliament
in the wake of which builders, planners and homeimprovers, anticipating a house price volatility shock, were
all seen to slow activity levels and deferred projects. This
has taken some six months to reverse and the pace only now
appears to be regaining its previous momentum. Secondly,
there was a change of legislation, legally forbidding parents
to take their children on holiday during term time – this
forced the general quorum of self-employed builders to
concentrate their family vacations around the August, a
period which has historically seen high levels of site activity.
Thirdly, Q4’15 was exceptionally wet, which meant that
some exterior construction work left over from the summer
had still not been finished by the year end. So what next?
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Assuming Q1’16 sees a return to normal weather patterns,
and recognising that the higher Stamp Duties (from April
2016) imposed in the Autumn Statement will inject some
urgency back into the property market, activity levels for
hire groups like HSS should spike sharply upwards. This
could quickly repair at least part of the damage done to the
share price, which now rates the Group on less than 10x
current year earnings followed by 7.4x in 2017E, when it
should yield around 3.5%. Much too cheap for the visibility,
growth opportunity and a brand of this quality, particularly
given that any further stumble is likely to see an approach
for control from at least one of its peers like, for example,
Speedy Hire. Buy (BG)
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FTSE AIM Selections

DekelOil Public Limited (Retained)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Speculative Buy
Ticker:
DKL.L
Sector:
Food Producers
Market:
FTSE AIM
Market Cap:
£19.3m
Price:
1.25p
12 month High/Low: 1.619p/0.85p
Yield:
N/A
P.E. Ratio:
N/A
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

DekelOil Public Limited is
the operator and 51%
owner of the vertically
integrated Ayenouan palm oil project in Côte d’Ivoire and on
6th January 2016 provided a production update for the year
ended 31 December 2015. Crude palm oil (CPO) production
increased by 151% to 35,770 tonnes at the Company’s 60
t/hr CPO extraction Mill, one of West Africa’s largest.
DekelOil also commenced first production and sales of Palm
Kernel Oil (PKO) and Palm Kernel Cake (PKC) at the recently
commissioned kernel crushing plant (the KCP).

CPO production (tonnes)
CPO Sales (tonnes)
Average CPO price per tonne
Kernel production (tonnes)
Kernel Sales (tonnes)*
Average Kernel price per tonne
PKO production (tonnes)*
PKO Sales (tonnes)*
Average PKO price per tonne
PKC production (tonnes)*
PKC Sales (tonnes)*
Average PKC price per tonne

FY 2015
35,770
35,573
€604
6,221
4,806
€183

FY 2014
14,242
13,900
€647
2,504
2,444
€183

% Increase
151%
156%
-7%
148%
97%
nil

492
425
€743
712
417
€42

Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil
Nil

–
–
–
–
–
–

Kernel Crushing facility commenced operations in
November 2015. Kernel sales ceased and PKO and PKC sales
commenced.




Strong local and regional demand has enabled
DekelOil to sell its CPO at a premium to CIF
Rotterdam prices. The Company expects this trend
to continue and notes that international crude palm
oil prices are beginning to improve as very low
rainfall caused by a very significant El Nino impact in
South East Asia during H2 2015 is resulting in lower
production levels which are expected to continue
into H1 2016.
KCP now fully commissioned with PKC and now PKO
being produced and sold locally

35,770 tonnes of CPO during what was the Mill’s first full
year of operations is an excellent outcome. In our view this
reflects the strong relationships DekelOil has established
with local smallholders and also the effectiveness of the
logistics network we have put in place in the surrounding
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area to facilitate the delivery of FFB to the Mill for
processing. DekelOil believe the current PKO extraction rate
of 37.45% should also improve materially as the newly
established kernel crushing operations stabilise in 2016.
A couple of other points worth a comment:
1. DekelOil has been accepted as an approved supplier
to the World Bank-backed Projet d'Appui au Secteur
de l'Agriculture de Côte d'Ivoire project ('PSAC'),
which aims to support and improve the palm oil
industry in Côte d'Ivoire. PSAC is 70% financed by
both the World Bank and International Finance
Corporation ('IFC') and 30% by the local Interprofessional Association of Oil-Palm Industry. See
our Breakfast Today note on 19th August 2015
2. Palm Oil facing upward Pressure on Pricing: ‘Palm oil
will extend its rally next year as the worst El Nino in
almost two decades curbs output in the world’s
biggest producers and Indonesia uses more for fuel,
according to delegates at a conference in Bali.
Futures climbed to the highest in almost three
weeks. The most consumed cooking oil found in
everything from candy to instant noodles has
jumped 26 percent from a six-year low in August
after drought and smog hurt plantations in
Southeast Asia. At the same time Indonesia is raising
the amount of palm blended with diesel to 20
percent from 15 percent. That’s boosted futures as
prices of other farm commodities slump.’ Source:
Bloomberg
With the recently announced €5.1 million reduction in debt,
the Company is on course to realise the highly cash
generative potential of the vertically integrated project at
Ayenouan. In line with their strategy, this will provide a
strong platform from which to deliver on the Company’s
objective and build a leading West African focused palm oil
company.
Earlier in December 2015 DekelOil announced that it had
entered into an agreement with its joint venture partner,
Biopalm Energy Ltd, which reduces the Company’s debt
position by €5.1m. This will have a major positive impact on
the Company’s profitability. Importantly, whilst there is no
announcement about dividends, with the debt reduced,
obstacles to paying a dividend have been removed.Buy (HS)
Beaufort Securities acts as corporate broker to DekelOil
Public Limited
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Hummingbird Resources (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Speculative Buy
Ticker:
HUM.L
Sector:
Basic Materials
Market:
FTSE AIM
Market Cap:
£13.9m
Price:
13p
12 month High/Low: 39p/12p
Yield:
P.E. Ratio
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

Hummingbird Resources offers low
cost near term gold production from
the recently acquired Yanfolila
project in Mali. Through a financing agreement with Taurus,
it is fast tracking construction, whilst further optimising the
project economics, with first gold expected by mid-2016. For
2016 (6 months worth of production), we expect it to produce
60koz at a cash cost of US$703/oz, and all-in sustaining (AISC)
of US$773/oz. We believe Yanfolila offers near term value
accretion for shareholders, with Dugbe, Liberia’s largest gold
deposit, offering higher gold price optionality and production
scalability.
The Company announced its maiden Ore Reserves at the
Yanfolila Gold Project in December 2016. This represents a
20% increase from the in-pit Mineral Resource in the
Optimisation Study. The Reserve Report is based on the
Resources at the Komana East and West pits as these will be
mined first (Phase 1). The Project has significant Resources at
other nearby deposits including Guiren West, Gonka,
Sanioumale East and Sanioumale West which will be mined at
a later stage (Phase 2). The Company also gave an update to
shareholders on the development of Yanfolila whilst it
completes ongoing due diligence with Taurus Funds
Management in advance of the full debt draw down.
Achieving a maiden Ore Reserve at Yanfolila is a significant
milestone for the Company. With an increased gold grade of
3.03 g/t it confirms Yanfolila as a quality, high-grade, low cost
project.
The company has increased the size of its processing plant to
process up to 1.24Mtpa, as well as processing harder, fresh
ore types. The ability to process greater volumes of fresh ore
has allowed Hummingbird to expand and deepen the open
pits of its maiden Ore Reserve, resulting in more recoverable
gold. Together with a more flexible operating plan it also
gives the company scope to further expand our Ore Reserves
from our existing deposits. The 24% increase in throughput
will also significantly enhance annual gold production.
Additionally, the plant has been designed with the ability to
further increase capacity to 1.5Mtpa. With so many Indicated
ounces outside the mine plan at nearby deposits and highgrade underground potential at Gonka, the Company believes
there remains significant production upside at Yanfolila. As
with any development company it is not without appropriate
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risk, but at the current valuation we see considerable upside.
Speculative Buy (HS)
Beaufort Securities acts as corporate broker to Hummingbird
Resources plc

Motif Bio (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Speculative Buy
Ticker:
MTFB.L
Sector:
Healthcare
Market:
FTSE AIM
Market Cap:
£49.1m
Price:
45.25p
12 month High/Low: 75.55p/25p
Yield:
P.E. Ratio
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

It is hard to exaggerate the crisis
looming in antibiotics. The World
Health Organisation has warned of
a potentially apocalyptic nightmare
just around the corner, when common infections and minor
scratches routinely become fatal. Quite blatantly, the WHO
states that the growing ineffectiveness of mainstream
antibiotics against new superbugs now poses a calamity
bigger and more urgent that the AIDs epidemic of the 1980s.
Simply put, the way the drugs have been used, and abused,
for past decades now means doctors could lose their ability
to protect human health unless urgent action is taken.
In the absence of any new types of antibiotic having been
developed over the past 30 years, a high profile UKgovernment appointed review team, headed by economist
Jim O’Neill, is now urging the global pharmaceutical industry
to establish a US$2bn research and innovation fund to seek
an urgent solution.
Yet drowned out by all the noise, a novel development by
AIM-quoted Motif Bio appears to be delivering exactly this
prescription. Importantly, its flagship late-stage antibiotic,
Iclaprim, targets an underutilised mechanism of action
making it less susceptible to triggering antibiotic resistance.
Having already been tested on over one thousand patients,
providing considerable evidence to support its safety and
efficacy, Iclaprim has now commenced phase 3 trials for two
initial indications, with a pipeline of further developments to
follow.
Clearly Iclaprim can never be the one-off complete platform
solution to the problem, but it looks to be one important step
for a global population running out of choices. Addressing a
market that appears set to grow significantly from the current
US$40bn of annual sales, commercial interest in antibiotics
has, not surprisingly, taken off. With its immediate needs
sufficiently financed, Motif can be expected to demand Big
Pharma rewards shareholders handsomely for a slice of its
action. Speculative Buy. (BG)
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MySQUAR (New)
Key Data
Recommendation:
Speculative Buy
Ticker:
MYSQ.L
Sector:
Software
Market:
FTSE AIM
Market Cap:
£11m
Price:
5.875p
12 month High/Low: 10.75p/4.75p
Yield:
P.E. Ratio
P/E:
7.4x
Share price performance

MySQUAR continues to significantly overdeliver on its promises. Beaufort’s original
pre-IPO research (dated 15th April 2015)
targeted user accounts of 2.22m for
MySQUAR by the end of calendar 2016!
Instead, the Group almost delivered this
12 months ahead of schedule!
The key feature of social media sites, of course, is that
‘success-breeds-success’; from today, the pace of MyCHAT’s
user acquisition will continue of compound as 3G network
reach rapidly expands across Myanmar. Indeed, it is
considered to be the world’s fastest roll-out across what is,
realistically, the world’s final major telecom frontier. An
exceptionally young population of some 60m, is now learning
to access communications and the world-wide web through
Chinese smart phones that are available on the street for just
US$30. With such momentum, 2016 looks to be a very
exciting period for MySQUAR and its highly confident
management planning appears to underline this.
In
particular, monetisation through advertising should shortly
start to bear fruit. Having integrated its advertising features
with Smaato’s platform, one of the largest advertising
networks in APAC, a business development team has also
been established in Myanmar to conduct direct sales to
brands.
Meanwhile, it is ahead of schedule for the deployment of
mobile payment services, following an agreement with
MyPay that was signed last October.
In order to execute these plans, the Group expects to almost
double headcount by the fiscal year-end, while the marketing
budget could be tripled. It will also allocate more resources
for partnership development to gain more competitive
advantages for its businesses, while intending to maintain
investment in key products whose development pipeline is
expected to be more intensive.
In parallel with this organic growth, the Group may also
review potential acquisitions relevant to strategic areas and
operations.
Cash resources, facilitation payments due in coming months
from MyPay and existing loan facilities are expected to more
than cover the cost of such projects and the value created for
shareholders in the process will be significant. Realistically,
MySQUAR could have accumulated more than 4.0m user
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accounts by this time next year. Such a figure, coupled to a
nationally recognised brand name, will undoubtedly be
enough to attract deep-pocketed and highly acquisitive
US/Korean/Japanese sector giants keen to integrate large,
new international virgin social media territories into their
global hubs.
Moreover, they most certainly would then be prepared to pay
a significant multiple of MySQUAR’s modest market
capitalisation for control. Beaufort accordingly confirms its
Speculative Buy recommendation. (BG)
Beaufort Securities acts as corporate broker to MySQUAR plc

Sources: FT.com, The Economist, ProQuote, Bloomberg, Sunday Times, Sunday Telegraph. Daily Telegraph, The
Times, Evening Standard, Company Websites. Share prices quoted correct as at the close on 8th January 2016.
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Recommendations
During the three months to end-December 2015, the number of stocks on which Beaufort Securities has published recommendations was 327,
and the recommendations were as follows: Buy - 94; Speculative Buy - 207; Hold - 25; Sell - 1.
Full definitions of the recommendations used by Beaufort Securities in its publications and their respective meanings can be found on our website
here.
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